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Kang Yong
Institute of '!'ex tile 9cienc8 and 'l'8chnology
Xi'an, China
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ABSTRACT

The air compr8ssor 1~i th spr8.ying wfl.tP-r into cy1 inders can make
its power consumption ann discharF,e temperature decrease but the
effect of spraying ••ater to power consumption and discharge tempera~
ture is difficu1t to he quantitatively sho••ed 1dth rliffqrent starting
condition. This paper establishs a formula to calculate the polytropic
expon8nt in ideal compressing processes of spraying 1~ater becau:se the
polytropic exponent Cfl.n clearly show the contribution to power con~
sumption and discharge temperature. In the formula, each parameter
appears evidently its meaning and its effect to the polytropic expcn~
ent, and the result points out that the best way to decrease the poly~
tropic exponent is to increase the atomization effect in cylinders.
Through analysing the formula, a spraying water parameter is found to
show the spraying water result.
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heat transfer
moisture~transfer

ccnstant~pressure

coefficient
sp8cific heat

temperature
latent heat of 1~ater per unit mass
thermal conductivity of air
containing water vapeur in per unit mass of pure dry air
total surface area of drops
time
heat transfer coefficient of air
total internaJ enerf(Y
pressure
volume
specific heat ratio of air
plytropic exponent
number of drops
average diametP.r of <1rops
mass of water
density
Nusselt number
mass of air
containing water in per unit mass of air
air constant
cylinder volume
angle
clearance ratio
ratio between connecting rod and crank radius
turnln" speed per mi.nute
spraying water parameter
overall parameter of speed and spraying water
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saturation point on drop surface
starting condition
saturation point of air in iso~temperature
water
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INTRODUCTION
The air compress or with spraying water into cylinders make its
power consumpt ion and discharge temperatu re. decrease, that can save in
energy 8-15% and increase the compress ion ratio, but circumsta nces
in the
a real process is very complex. Using the polytrop ic exponent
in
ideal process of spraying water, which can remove various effectand
real process, the relation between the result of spraying water besaving energy and decreasin g discharge temperatu re can be known
cause the polytrop ic exponent is clear to evaluate the power consumption and the change of the discharge temperat ure. And i t removes the
starting condition of compress ors. This paper establish s the formula
to calculate the polytrop ic exponent in the· ideal process of spraying
water and gives out the effect of spraying water paramete r to the
polytrop ic exponent ,
INFERBNCI\' OF TH"fi: FORMITLA

The heat and mass transfer of the adiabatic compress ion in cylinders with spraying water is
dQ = u(Cpg(Tg- Tb) + X(Dg-Db)) ·F·dt
heat
The vaporiza tion process in cylinders is iso-entha lpy because the
of water vaporiza tion is from the air in cylinder s, that makes the
then
temperatu re decrease and the containin g vapour in air increase,
the heat of air in vaporiza tion is constant , or dQ=O, but the heat
inhaled by pure dry air is
( 1)

Accordin g to the first law of thermody namics, when compress ing, the
energy equation of pure dry air in cylinders is
dUg + Pg·dV

dQa.

K-n

( 2)

K-"f ·Pg·dV
Because dQ,=dQa., then
-Pg
K-1
rn= o..(Tg-Tb l·F

dV
dt

(3)

In cylinder s, the total surface of water can be replaced by the quantity of water and the average diameter of drops
6W
(4)
F = JVf·Jli·I~ = -.,1·• w

B

d..=

(5)

Nu·r;

Substitu ting (4) and (5) into (3), we ontain
dV
-Pg·L~•'Jw
K-1
6-W·Nu·B -(fg-Tb) 'dt
K-n

( 6)

G·C

where

then the formula (6) is changed into
K-1

K=!i

=

-dV
L~.Tg·R·~w
6·C·Nu·B ·(Tg-Tb) ·~

For reciproc ating compress ors, their volume change is
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:Putting ( 9) and ( 10) into (7), 1-1e obtain
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2~1-cos(ll)) + 4(1-cos(211))

(11)
7:

sin(R) + ~-sin(2E)
Prom the formula (11), which shows polytropic 3Xponent change with
turning angle of compressors at any moment, it is clearly kno•m that
the first one is specific heat ratio Cp/Cv, the second is constant,
the third is the starting condition of compressors which nependent on
the quanti tv and method of spraying '"ater and the tun<J..ll5 speed of
compr8ssors, the fourth is the quantity of water in per unit mass of
air, the fifth is the air connition in cylinders and the final one is
the structure characteristic of compress.ors. And the formula is dimensionless.
The containing water is far larger than the spraying water in
cylinders because of the flowing inertia of water. For example, if the
Y=0.01 and the piston of a compressor is on top of cyJinder when the
cylinder volume is 0.001m3 and the cylinder gap is full of water, the
maximum containing water can reach 0.0083Kg, or Co can reach g,3 in
cylinders. Because the vaporising water is far less than the containing
water in cylinders, the change of C is small, then
A

The spraying 1.rater parameter, A, shows evidently its contribution to
the polYtropic exponent. For any compressor the formula (11) becomes
6(K-1)
R·~w

Tb
1
dV
·Nu·A·B(1- ~)·(\[ • dt)

( 12)

vrom the formula above, the only method to decrease power consumption
and discharge temperature is to increase A, or enhance the result of
atomization, because the Nu is not easy to increase, which dependent
on the velocity diffflrence bRt,"leen air anrl. drops in cylinders.
CALQJJ,ATION PROCES8

Though the formula for calcuJ.ating the polytropic exponent is
established, the containing "'"ter in air, C, and the air condition,
X(1-Tb/Tg), are necessary to be det~rmined in calculating process, The
calcul~tine step is
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;>.

1 dV
'l'bt
6(K-1 ) Nu.cJ " i
1
K + R·rw ·~·C ·B;( - 'l'gt)· (y 'dt")i

Tgi+1
pgi+1

For calcu lating out Tbi+ 1
Dbi+1 = 0 • 622 'Pbi+1 /(Pgi+ 1 - pbi+1 )
0 pgTgi +1+Xg i+1Di+ 1+Cpw (Tgi+1 - 27 3)•Di+ 1
0 pgTbi+1+Xbi+1~i+1+Cpw(Tbi+1-Z 7 3)·Doi+1

5
273 < T ~ 473
(2.43 1+0.0 0715( T-273 ))·1o5
<'I'< 573 K./(m ·•:l'K)
473
(3.86 1+o.o o675( T-473 ))'1oB
J
.'1'&453
273-<:
2501- 2.438 ('1'-27 3)
X
453< T<54 3 K/Kg
2014- 2.06(' 1'-453 )
X
(9.15 13-23 17.7/T )
273< T ,-;; 313
Po= 10
'I'< 400 mmHg
313<
(8.84 44-22 24.4/T )
Pb= 10
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tion anrl turning speerl for the polytropic exponent. '!'he overall parame~
ter can be chang8d from 104 to 8•10 6 . 'T'he poJytrcpic exponent t8nds to
K 1¥hen it is Jess th"'-n 1 o 4 , because the turning speed is toe fast or
the total surface of heat transfer is too small to transfer heat. '!'he
polytropic exponent tends to 1 • 1 2 '"hen the overall parameter is more
than 8·10 6 , because the temperature rlifference of heat tr"'-nsfer is too
smaJl, or the active humidity tenrls to 1.
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